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A variational problem involving a polyconvex 
integrand 
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Abstract. 

Existence of solutions to systems of parabolic equations obtained 
from polyconvex functions, remains a challenge in PDEs. In the current 
notes, we keep our focus on a variational problem which originates 
from a discretization of such a system. We state a duality result for 
a functional whose integrand is polyconvex and fails to satisfy growth 
conditions imposed in the standard theory of the calculus of variations. 

The current notes are based on a work with Romeo Awi [3] and 
on a lecture we gave at the meeting "Variatonal Methods for Evolv
ing Objects", July 30-August 03, 2012, Sapporo, Japan. We express 
our gratitude to the organizers of the meeting for their support and 
generous invitation. 

§1. Introduction 

A theory, now called direct methods of the calculus of variations, 
was developed and pioneered by Morrey [15] in the middle of the last 
century where he introduced various fundamental concepts of convex
ity. The theory has wide application to many fields, including Ball's 
fundamental work in elasticity theory [4], and problems involving given 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. In these notes, we keep our focus on a 
class of problems which we think are ground breaking, very educational 
and help understanding some major open problems of the calculus of 
variations. We refer those seeking further background on the subject 
to the short introduction written by J. Ball [6]. There, a more serious 
biography and accountability of major mathematical contribution to the 
field of the calculus of variations can be found. 
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Let 
!1, A C JR.d be two open bounded convex sets. 

For convenience, rescaling and translating the sets if necessary, we as
sume without loss of generality that 

(1.1) 1!11 = 1 and 0 E A. 

Let W1 be a real valued Borel map defined on the set JR.dxd of d x d 
matrices and let w2 : n X JR_d ---+JR. be a Borel map. Let 

pE(1,oo), q=_E._1 , O<Co:S:C1. 
p-

In order to compare our main results to the state--of-the-art in the 
calculus of variations, let us first make standard assumptions on W1 and 
W2. Suppose 

(1.2) 

or 

(1.3) 

Suppose 

for all~ E JR_dxd. 

Similarly, we suppose that 

(1.5) 

and 

for all x E !1 and all u1 , u2 E JR.d. 

Note that (1.5) and (1.6) yield existence of a E £=(!1) and bE £P(!1) 
such that 

(1.7) IW2(x, u)l :S: a(x)luiP + b(x) 

and 

(1.8) 

for all x E !1 and all u E JR_d 
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We assume existence of a monotone nondecreasing function TJ E 
C(JR) such that ry(O) = 0 and 

(1.9) IW2(x2,u)- W2(x1,u)l::::; ry(lx2- xll)(luiP + 1) 

for all x 1 ,x2 ED and all u E JRd. 

We define 

(1.10) I[u] = l W(x, u(x), \7u(x))dx, 

where 

When W1 is convex, bounded below and W 2 satisfies the growth 
condition in (1.6) and (1.7), then (cf. Lemma 2.1) the functional I is 
weakly lower semicontinuous on W 1,P(D, JR. d) and so, for any nonempty 
weakly closed subset A of W 1,P(D, JR. d), if (1.2) holds, then the variational 
problem 

(1.11) inf I[u], 
uEA 

admits a minimizer. 
Since the fundamental work of Morrey [15], it has been well-under

stood that when (1.2), (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), (1.9) hold, then I is is weakly 
lower semicontinuous on W 1 ,P(D, JRd) if and only if W1 is quasiconvex. 
Let us recall that W1 is quasiconvex means that 

(1.12) { W1 (~+\7u(x))dx ~ W1(~) 
lco,l)d 

for all~ E JRdxd and all u E C~((O, 1)d,JRd). A sufficient condition for 
property (1.12) to hold is that wl be a polyconvex function, meaning 
W1 ( ~) is a convex function of the minors of ~ ( cf. e.g. [11]). When 
d = 2, the minors of~ E JR2 x 2 are 

M(~) = (~, det ~) E JR2 x 2 x lR 

and so, W1 polyconvex means there exists w1 : JR2x2 x lR -t lR convex 
such that 

Under the above quasiconvexity and growth conditions on W1 and 
W2, it is apparent that if A is a weakly closed subset ofW1,P(D, JRd), then 
(1.11) admits a minimizer. However, unless W1 is convex, characterizing 
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minimizers of (1.11) in terms of their Euler-Lagrange equations or de
velopping a theory which ensures uniqueness of a minimizer, continue to 
defy the current theory of the calculus of variations. The situation be
comes much more complicated if in addition, one imposes the following 
condition, satisfied by stored energy functionals appearing in elasticity 
theory: 

(1.13) 

Indeed, Equation (1.13) is a variance with the upper bound condition 
on w1 imposed in (1.2). 

Our goal in [3] has been to develop a duality theory which helps 
address issues such as stabilities and complete characterization of op
tima in some nonconvex setting. We are concerned with a study which 
encompass a class of functionals W1 satisfying Equation (1.13). 

Motivated by the study of stored energy functionals which appear 
in elasticity theory in the study of Ogden materials (cf. [16]), in these 
notes, we restrict our attention to the following functionals: let w be a 
strictly convex differentiable function defined on the set of d x d matrices 
and satisfying 
(1.14) 
cl~lp:::; w(~):::; c- 1 (l~lp + 1) IV'w(~)l:::; c- 1 (I~IP- 1 + 1) v~ E ffi.dxd_ 

LethE C 1 (0, oo) be a convex functional such that 

Define 

lim h(t) = lim h(t) = oo. 
t-tO+ t-too t 

W1 (A) = { w(A) + h(det~ ~~ detA > 0 
detA:::; 0. 

The goal of these notes is to help understand in which sense we can 
solve the extremely difficult initial value problem 

(1.15) OtU = div ( DW1 (V'u)), det V'u > 0, u(O, ·) = u0 . 

Here, Uo E W 1·P(O, A) is a prescribed orientation preserving diffeomor
phism of 0 onto A, and the unknown u is to be found in £ 1 (0, T; W 1·P(0, 
A)). 

It seems more realistic to look for u(t, ·) is a set larger than the 
set of orientation preserving diffeomorphism of 0 onto A. Let U be the 
set of Borel maps u E W 1·P(0, A) such that the symmetric difference of 
u(O) and A is a set of zero measure. Let V be the set of pairs ((3, u) 
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such that (3 : 0 ----+ lR U { oo} and u : 0 ----+ A are Borel maps such that 
u E W 1,P(fl, JRd) and 

ll(u(x))f3(x)dx = [l(y)dy 

for alll E Cc(!Rd). 
For each T > 0, the discrete energy functional associated to the 

system of equations in (1.15) is 

We also consider a functional which depends on T (but we don't display 
the dependence in T) 

In order to study the evolutive system in (1.15), one needs to un
derstand the following variational problem: 

Problem 1.1. Does 

(1.16) inf I 7 (u) 
uEU 

has a minimizer? Mlhat are the Euler-Lagrange equations of (1.16)? 

Problem 1.1 remains a great challenge in the calculus of variations. 
The techniques developed in [3] allow to thoroughly study Problems 1.2 
and 1.3, which in some sense, are relaxations of Problem (1.16). 

Problem 1.2. We note that existence of a minimizer of 

(1.17) inf E(/3, u) 
(,B,u)EV 

is not an issue. The challenge is to know under what condition on the 
data, is the minimizer in (1.17) unique? What are the Euler-Lagrange 
equations of (1.17)? Can we characterize the minimizers of (1.17) in 
terms of a system of PDEs? 

Finally, we introduce another problem which we hope will shade 
some light on Problem (1.17). In Section 3, we will comment on the 
connections between these problems. 

Consider the set of Radon measures 1 supported by 

C = !Rd x (O,oo) x Ax !Rdxd 
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and that satisfy the conditions 

(1.18) l b(x)'-y(dx, dt, du, d~) = L b(x)dx '<:/bE Cb(JRd) 

and 

(1.19) l w(~)'-y(dx, dt, du, d~) < oo. 

We define r to be the set of Radon measures on JR.d x lR x JRd x JR.dxd 
supported by C such that not only (1.18) and (1.19) hold, but the con
ditions 

(1.20) 

and 

(1.21) 

l tl(u)'-y(dx,dt,du,d~) = [ l(y)dy '<:/ l E Cb(JRd) 

l (~, '1/;(x))'-y(dx, dt, du, d~) = -l u · div '1/;(x)'-y(dx, dt, du, d~) 
'<:/ '1/J E C,:x'(lRd,lRdxd) 

are satisfied. We set 

Problem 1.3. Can we characterize the measures'/ which minimize 
E over r? What are the Euler-Lagrange equations of 

(1.22) inf E ('!) ? 
1 Er 

Under what conditions is the minimizer of (1.22) unique? What is the 
dual of (1.22)? 

We identify a problem dual to Problem (1.22) and give a geometric 
characterization of the minimizer of Problem (1.22) is provided. Sup
pose that u0 is non degenerate in the sense that it pushes forward the 
Lebesgue measure restricted to 0 to an absolutely continuous measure. 
The theory developed in [3] ensures that if the infima in Problems (1.17) 
and (1.22) coincide, then Problem (1.17) has a unique minimizer. 
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§2. Review of the classical theory for an existence of a 
minimizer 

The goal of this section is to make the unfamiliar reader learn about 
what makes things work when dealing with quasiconvex integrands sat
isfying the standard growth condition in (1.2). To keep the arguments 
as simple as possible, we consider integrands W in (1.10) that assume a 
special form 

(2.1) 

Throughout this section, w2 : 0 X JRd ~ lR is a Borel map such that 
W2 (x, ·) is continuous for every x E n. We further assume that (1.7) 
holds and will later make various assumptions on W1. 

Let Cp > 0 be a Sobolev constant, in the sense that 

(2.2) 

for all r.p E W~'P(f!). 
Let ii E W~'P(O, JRd) and set 

Given u E A we have 

and so, there exists a constant (3p depending on p and ii, but independent 
of u such that 

2.1. The convex integrand case 

In this subsection, we assume that W1 is a real valued convex func
tion defined on JRdXd and so, wl is locally Lipschitz. Given ~0 E JRdxd, 

the subdifferential of W 1 at ~0 , denoted by 8W1 (~0 ), is non empty and 
consists of the set of p0 E JRdxd such that 

(2.4) 

for all ~ E JRdxd. The set 8W1 (~0 ) is a convex set which reduces to 
a single element if and only if W1 is differentiable at ~0 . In that case, 
8W1(~0 ) = {DW1(~0)}. 
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One checks that 8W1 (~0 ) is a compact set and so, the standard 
theory of convex analysis theory ( cf. e.g. [8]) ensures existence of a 
Borel map D. wl : JRdXd --+ JRdXd such that 

for all ~0 E JRdX d 0 The fact that awl (K) is a compact set for every 
compact set K C JRdxd ensures that D.W1 E L~c(JRdxd,JRdxd). 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose w2 satisfies (1.6) and (1.7), wl : JRdXd--+ lR 
is convex and there exists a constant Co such that W1 ~ -Co. Then, 

(i) the functional I is weakly lower semicontinuous on W 1,P(fl, JRd). 
(ii) Further assume that (1.2) holds and 

(2.5) 

If I is not indentically oo on A, then it admits a minimizer on 
A. 

Proof. (i) Weak lower semicontinuity. Let { Un}n c W 1,P(fl, JRd) 
be a sequence converging weakly to some u E W 1,P(fl, JRd). We are to 
prove that 

(2.6) liminfi(un) ~ I(u). n--+= 
Extracting from { un}n a subsequence if necessary, thanks to the Sobolev 
embedding theorem, we may assume without loss of generality that 
{ un}n converges to u strongly in £P(O, JRd) and pointwise almost every
where. Observe that {JunJP}n converges to JuJP strongly in L1 (0,1Rd) 
and so, extracting from { un}n a subsequence, we use the Lebesgue dom
inated convergence to infer the existence of v E LP(fl) such that 

(2.7) 

The continuity property of W2(x, ·) ensures that {W2(x, un(x))}n con
verge pointwise almost everywhere to W2 (x, u(x)). By (1.7) and (2.7), 

IW2(x, un(x))l::; a(x)v(x)P + b(x). 

Since avP + b E £ 1 (0), we apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem to conclude that 

(2.8) lim r W2(x, Un(x))dx = r W2(x, u(x))dx. n--+=ln ln 
Set 
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Since W1 + C0 ;::: 0 and W1 is convex, we have 

(2.9) L (W1(Y'un) + Co)dx 

Since 

;::: { (W1(Y'un) + Co)dx 
lo, 

;::: { (Wl(V'u)+Co+(D.Wl(V'u),Y'un-Y'u))dx 
lo, 

we exploit in (2.9) the fact that {Y'un}n converges weakly to V'u in 
LP(O, JPl.d) to conclude that 
(2.10) 

lim inf { Wl(Y'un)dx + Co.Cd(O);::: { W1(\i'u)dx + Co.Cd(OE). 
n-roo } 0 } o, 

We let E tend to 0 in (2.10) and combine the subsequent inequality with 
(2.8) to obtain (2.6). 

(ii) Existence of a minimizer. Let E > 0 be such that c~ Ia I ~ Co - E on 
n and let A be a weakly closed subset of W 1,P(f2, JPl.d) such that I is not 
indentically oo on A. Let { un}n C A be such that 

lim I(un) = inf I and I(un) < inf I+ 1. 
n-+oo .A - .A 

Thanks to (1.2), (1.7) and (2.5) 

L ( CoiY'uniP- Co -llaiiL=(rl) lunlp -lb(x)l) ~ i:lfi + 1 

and so, 

Thus, 

(2.11) 

We combine (2.3) and (2.11) to conclude that { un}n is bounded in 
W 1·P(f2, lPl.d) and so, it is precompact for the weak topology there. We 
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may assume without loss of generality that { un}n converges weakly to 
some u in W1,P(O, JRd). We have u E A and by (i), 

I(u) :::; liminfi(un) = infi. 
n--+oo A 

Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.2. Suppose W1 E C1(1Rdxd) is convex and (1.2), (1.4) 
hold. Suppose W2 is a Borel function satisfying (1.7), (1.8) and Wz(x, ·) 
is convex. If uo E A, then the following are equivalent: 

(i) I(uo):::; I(u) for all u E A: 
(ii) 

(2.12) 

Proof. Suppose (i) holds and let 'lj; E Cg"(O,JRd). ForEE JR, setting 
u< = u 0 + E'lj;, we have that u< E A and so, E-+ f(t:) = I(u<) achieves 
its minimum at 0. We have 

f(t:)- f(O) 

= E In (fo1 
[(DW1(Vuo + tt:V'lj;), V'lj;) + Vu Wz(x, uo + tt:'lj;) · 'l/J] dt)dx. 

We use (1.4) and (1.8) to obtain that 

IDW1(Vuo+tt:V'l/J)I + IVuWz(x, uo + tt:'l/J)I 

:S: 201 (IVuo + tt:V'l/Jip-1 + iuo + tt:'l/Jip-1 + 2). 

Then use the fact that 'lj; and V'lj; are uniformly bounded to obtain a 
constant C > 0 such that 

I(DW1(Vuo+tt:V'lj;), V'l/J)I + IVuWz(x, uo + tt:'lj;) · 'l/JI 

:S: c(!Vuoip-1 + iuoip-1 + 1) E £ 1(0). 

Thus, the expression 

la1 
((DW1(Vuo + tt:V'lj;), V'lj;) + VuWz(x, uo + tt:'lj;) · 'lj; )dt, 

which appears above in f(t:)- f(O), is bounded by an integrable function 
independent of E. Using the fact that 0 minimizes f, we conclude that 

. f(t:)- f(O) [ ( ) 0 = hm = (DW1(Vuo), V'lj;) + VuWz(x, uo) · 'lj; dx. 
e--+0 E !1 
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Thus, (ii) holds. 
Conversely, suppose that (ii) holds and let u E A. The growth con

dition in (1.4) ensures that 

and so, by Young's inequality 

Similarly, (1.8) yields that 

\7 u W2 (X, Uo) · ( U - Uo) E L 1 ( 0). 

Thanks to the convexity property of W1 , we exploit (2.4) and use an 
analogous inequality for W2 (x, ·) to conclude that 
(2.13) 

I(u) ?: I(uo)+ L ( (DW1 ('Vuo), 'Vu- 'Vuo) + \7 u W2(x, uo) · (u-uo) )dx. 

We use the fact that u- u 0 E W~'P(f!, JR.dxd) and that (2.12) holds to 
conclude that 

0 = L ((DW1(\luo), 'Vu- 'Vuo) + 'VuW2(x, uo) · (u- uo))dx. 

This, together with (2.13) yields I(u) ?: I(u0 ) and so, (i) holds. Q.E.D. 

2.2. The quasiconvex integrand case 

In this subsection, we assume that W1 is a real valued quasiconvex 
function defined on JR.dxd (cf. (1.12)). It is well-known that every qua
siconvex function is rank-one-convex: given A E JR.dxd, t-+ W1 (A +tO 
is convex for every matrix~ E JR.dxd of rank one (cf. e.g. [11]). In par
ticular, W1 is a convex function of each variable ~ij and so, W is locally 
Lipschitz. 

Since W1 is quasiconvex, the sole assumption (1.3) does not guar
anty the lower semicontinuity property of I, unlike the case when W1 

is convex. A central result in the calculus of variations, due to Morrey 
[15], reduces to the following lemma when W assumes the special form 
in (2.1). 

Lemma 2.3. Suppose the growth conditions in (1.2), (1.4), (1.5), 
(1.6) and (1.9) hold. Then, 

(i) the functional I is weakly lower semicontinuous on W 1,P(f!, JR. d). 
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(ii) Further assume that (1.2) holds and 

llaiiL00 (!1)C~ <Co. 

If I is not indentically oo on A, then it admits a minimizer on 
A. 

Proof. We refer the reader to [11] and [15] for the proof of (i). The 
proof of (ii) is identical to that of Lemma 2.1 (ii). Q.E.D. 

Since W1 is not assumed to be convex, the full analogue of Lemma 
2.2 cannot be expected to hold. In other words, solutions of (2.14) are 
not known to be minimizers of I over A, and only the following fact is 
known. 

Lemma 2.4. Suppose W1 E C 1(JR.dxd), (1.2), (1.4) hold and W2 is 
a Borel function that satisfies (1.7) and (1.8). If u0 E A minimizes I 
over A, then 

(2.14) 

Proof. Note that in Lemma 2.2, we have proven that (i) implies (ii) 
without using the any convexity property of W1 or W2(x, ·). Q.E.D. 

§3. Minimization involving a polyconvex integrand 

Let w be a strictly convex differentiable function defined on the set 
of d x d matrices and lethE C1(0, oo) be a convex functional such that 

Define 

(3.1) 

lim h(t) = lim h(t) = oo. 
t-*O+ t-*oo t 

W 1(A)={ w(A)+h(detA) ~f detA>O 
oo 1f detA::::; 0. 

Let Ao be the set of Borel maps u : n -+ A such that u E W 1·P(O, A) 
and A\ u(O) is of null measure. Set 

IT [u] := In ( wl (Vu) + 2~ luo - ul 2 ) dx. 

In other words, we have set 
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The current state of the art in the calculus of variations dramatically 
fails to predict whether or not Ir has minimizers over Ao. Indeed, Ao is 
not closed in the weak topology and W1 (A) fails to be bounded above 
by an expression of the form C1(IAIP + 1), and so, the known methods 
( cf. e.g. [1], [4], [15]) cannot be applied. Even if we assume we could 
find a minimizer, the Euler-Lagrange equations it satisfies remains an 
open outstanding problem in the calculus of variations (cf. e.g., [5], [6], 
[7]), due to the fact that limt--+o+ h(t) = oo. 

3.1. A relaxation into Young type measures 

We next show that in some sense, Problem (1.22) is a relaxation of 
Problem (1.17). 

Since by (1.1) the Lebesgue measure of n has been normalized to 1, 
(1.18) ensures that every measure 'Y E r is a probability measure. We 
apply the disintegration theorem to 'Y (cf. [10] III-70) to obtain a Borel 
map x ----+ 'Yx of n into the set of Borel probability measures on 

D = (0, oo) X A X !Rdxd 

such that 

i L(x,t,u,f,)'Y(dx,dt,du,d~) = l dx l L(x,t,u,~)'Yx(dt,du,d~) 

for all L E Cc(IRd x lR x JRd x JRdxd). Thanks to (1.19), we may apply 
Jensen's inequality to deduce that the Borel map 

x ----7 U"'(x) = l ~L(x,t,u,~)'Yx(dt,du,d~) 
is well-defined almost everywhere. Since w is convex, using Jensen's 
inequality we have 

l w(Uy(x))dx:::; l (fv w(~)'Yx(dt,du,d~))dx 
= i w(~)'Y(dx, dt, du, d~) < oo. 

This, together with the growth condition (1.14) on w implies that U"' E 

LP(O, !Rdxd). Similarly, the fact that the support of 'Y in the u variables 
is contained in 0*, which is a convex set, is used to show that the Borel 
function 

x----+ u"'(x) = l uL(x,t,u,~)'Yx(dt,du,d~) 
maps n into A up to a set of zero measure. 
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Note that (1.21) implies U-y E W1·P(fl,~d) and V'u-y = u'Y' In con
clusion, there is a natural embedding from the set 

to the set r. Indeed, define the measure 'Y(f3,u) as follows: if L E Cc(~d x 
~ x ~d x ~dxd), then 

i L(x, t, u, ~h(f3,u)(dx, dt, du, d~) = l L(x, j3(x), u(x), V'u(x))dx. 

Observe that if (;3, u) E ro, then 'Y(f3,u) E r and 

E(/3, u) = E('Y(f3,u))· 

Consequently, 

inf E(/3, u) = inf E('Y(/3,u))· 
(j3,u)EV (f3,u)Er0 

This shows that Problem (1.22) is a relaxation of Problem (1.17). 

3.2. Duality result; Characterization of optima; 
Uniqueness 

Let J.to be the restriction of the Lebesgue measure to n, let w* be 
the Legendre transform of w and recall that q = p / (p - 1). Suppose 
u 0 E £ 1(0, ~d) is a Borel map. Let C be the set of (k, l, 1/;) such that 
1j; E Lq(O, ~dxd), k E C(~d) is convex, l E C(A) and 

1 
k(v) + tTl(u) + Th(t) + 21ul 2 ~ u · v 

for all (t,u,v) E (O,oo) x Ax ~d. In particular, given 1j; E Lq(O,~dxd) 
and l E C(A), setting k = lij where 

1 
lij(v) = SUp {u · V- tTl(u)- Th(t)- -lul 2 }, 

uEA,t>O 2 

we have that (k,l,1j;) E C. 
Set 

J(k, l, 1/;) =I l(y)dy + l (Tw* (*) + k(u0 + div 1/;) )dx. 

Theorem 3.1. We have the duality result 

0 - 1 2 
TmmE('Y) = -lluolb(n) + max -J(k,l,1j;). 

-yEr 2 (k,l,,P)EC 
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose that u 0 is non degenerate in the sense that 
u 0 #/LO is absolutely continuous. 

(i) If 'To and 'To minimize E over r, then u,o = u,o. 
(ii) If there is no gap between problems (1.17) and (1.22) in the sense 

that 
in£ E(/3, u) = in£ E('l), 

((3,u)EU 1Er 

then there is a unique ( u*, /3*) which minimizes E(/3, u) over U. 
(iii) When (ii) holds, the Euler-Lagrange equations satisfied by (u*, 

/3*) is the following complete characterization of minimizers: there exists 
(k, l, 'lj;) E C such that 

u* = \7k(u0 + div 'lj;), Th'(/3*) = -l(u*), 'lj; = TDw(\7u*), k = l~. 

Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can be proven by exploiting the theory devel
oped in the work in progress [3]. 
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